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Introducing HID Signo Readers
The Signature Line of Physical Access Control Readers from HID Global
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HID Signo Product Portfolio

Signo 20
• Mullion style
mounting

Signo 20K
• Mullion style
mounting
• Keypad support
(capacitive)

Signo 40
• Wall switch
mounting
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Signo 40K
• Wall switch
mounting
• Keypad support
(capacitive)

What Does HID Signo Bring to the Table?
HID Signo™

The Signature Line of Physical Access Control Readers from HID Global

Versatility

Performance

Connected

Flexible, Intuitive Configuration

Powerful, Reliable Performance

Smarter, More Connected
Access Control

Most versatile family of access control
readers available on the market today.
Designed to be an excellent choice for
nearly any scenario requiring an
electrified door opening.

Most powerful and reliable access
control reader family we have ever had
in the portfolio.
Excellent performance across a market
leading variety different of credential
technologies.
Improved robustness of the readers to
ensure “install and it just works”.
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Market leading base hardware that will
remain relevant for decades.
New capabilities to unlock features
through firmware upgrades
No other reader on the market will be
able to match the longevity and staying
power of HID Signo.

Unmatched Versatility

Easy to
order:
Consolidated
hardware
options

Mobile
Ready:
Native
support for
BLE and NFC

Apple's
Enhanced
Contactless
Polling (ECP)

Versatility

Unparalleled Credential Support

Easy to
install: New
terminal block
design

Mount with
Confidence:
Automatic
Surface
Detection
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•Seos (Traditional & Mobile)
•iCLASS SE
•iCLASS SR
•iCLASS Legacy
•DESFire EV1/EV2 (SIO)
•MIFARE Classic (SIO)
•Card Serial Number (CSN)
•FIPS-201 - CHUID
•125kHz HID Prox
•125kHz Indala
•125kHz EM4102
•Felica
•CEPAS
•DESFire EV1/EV2 (Custom Data)
•MIFARE Classic (Custom Data)
•3rd Party Credential (Other)

Powerful Performance

Superior User
Experience

Improved read performance across a wide range
of credential types

Secure
All readers support OSDP Secure Channel
Communication communication

Best in Class
Security

Velocity Checking - A patented feature to protect
against brute force rapid electronic attacks

More Efficient
Than Ever

Intelligent Power Mode (IPM) - Energy Saving
feature reduces energy consumption

Robust Outdoor IP65 outdoor rating to protect against the
Performance elements
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Connected for the Future

Choice & Flexibility

Mobile Ready

Simple Field
Upgrades

Easy Migrations

• Widest global
network of channel
partners for choice in
service providers

• Bluetooth
• NFC
• Apple's Enhanced
Contactless Polling
(ECP) to support
credentials in the
Apple Wallet

• Easily and securely
managed using HID
Reader Manager®

• Flexible to support
legacy and future
credential
technologies
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How Does
HID Signo
Compare?
The Details..

Signo vs iCLASS SE Comparison - Overview
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Detailed Comparison
Pigtail Cable - 18 inch (0.5m)
Terminal Block
Black Bezel / Silver Trim

Connector Type

Color

Device
Characteristics

Operating Voltage Range
Current Draw (max)
Operating Temperature Range
Outdoor Rating
Controller Communication

Device Management

Device Features

Intelligent Power Mode
Velocity Attack Detection
Metal Environment Optimization

Black Bezel Only
Black Trim available as an
accessory at an additional cost
12 V DC
5 - 16 V DC
250 mA
200 mA
-35° C to +66° C (-35° F to +150° F)
0% to 95% non-condensing
IP65
IP55
Wiegand, Clock & Data
OSDP or Wiegand, both integrated
integrated into base hardware
into base hardware
OSDP available via hardware
module
HID Reader Manager, OSDP
HID Reader Manager
configuration
Yes
Yes
Yes – surface detection feature
No
automatically calibrates read range
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HID Signo – New & Improved Product Features

Assist
with
keypad
entry

Keypad

Mobile Access

Capacitive Keypad

iBeacon / Dual Mode

Faster
Mobile
Access

Visually Impaired Mode

Signo
“Metal”
read
range
recovery

Read Range

Performance

Automatic Surface Detection

Velocity Check
Intelligent Power
Management
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Thwart
Attacks &
~40%
energy
saving

Signo Reader Tools
Configuration Cards
• No Longer Supported
• Use HID Reader Manager

BLE & BLE
Central
Settings

Key
Management
(Hard & Mobile)

Apple
Wallet
Settings

Configure Mobile Settings

IPM and
Velocity
Check

X
Auto
Surface
Detection

HID Reader Manager
• Used for configuration of settings
• Used for FW update

HF/LF
Credential
Enable/
Disable

Enable and
Disable Features

UID
Outputs

Audio &
Visual
Settings

Keypad
Settings

Customise Readers

Upgrade, Configure and Manage HID Signo Readers
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✓

Customer
Stories
Solving issues that end users
often experience

Customer Story - Sydney
Who: CIO at global finance company, headquartered in Sydney, Australia

What: End users with huge geographic footprint featuring many legacy technologies.
Wishes to begin migration to a single secure credential technology, but needs to standardize on a reader platform that can
support all legacy technologies in the interim.
Why: Complex, frustrating and expensive challenge to manage disparate PACS solutions is exacerbated by the credential/reader not being
standardized; meaning interoperability is next to impossible. Need one simple and elegant solution that solves all these problems.

Capabilities needed according to the customer:

HID’s Solution to meet the need:

We need cards and readers that will work at all our locations. I need to
get old insecure technology out of circulation, but I can’t do it all
locations all at once. I need ways to upgrade in steps by location,
prioritized by the vulnerabilities we see and based on available budget.
I need to ensure I don’t waste capital on upgrades that’ll be obsolete
in two years. Ideally, I want a universal card or mobile identity that I
can use at every location with a consistent look and experience at the
door.

HID Signo is designed for modern state-of-the-art smartcard and
mobile credential technologies, such as Seos, however the platform
provides the widest and deepest range of support for alternate
technologies. These include legacy 125 kHz technologies such as HID
Prox, EM, Indala as well as 13.56 MHz credentials like legacy iCLASS,
Felica, MIFARE classic and many others. Signo readers and HID
credentials provide customers with thousands of permutations of multitech readers and multi-tech credentials meaning there isn’t a
card/reader problem HID can’t solve!
With HID Signo and Seos customers don’t have to worry about the
future - it's here!

Customer Story - New York
Who: Security director at commercial real estate company in NYC

What:

Reader needed for a mounting environment that includes significant metal elements (such as elevator (lift) cars, speed-gates
and/or turnstiles)

Why: A reader is needed for these key high traffic applications that provides full functionality without the metal surfaces inhibiting reader
performance.

Capabilities needed according to the customer:

HID’s Solution to meet the need:

We have found that most high frequency readers suffer from much
reduced read range when they are mounted on, in or close to large
amounts of metal. Both smartcards and mobile IDs seem to suffer
reduced performance. In some cases they will not read at all.

HID Signo features Automatic Surface Detection, a new feature that
allows the reader to detect the surface it is mounted on and
automatically calibrate to optimize reader performance. This enables
best read performance when installed on metal surfaces, such as
elevator cabs, turnstiles, or other metal mounting applications.

125 kHz credential technology was less sensitive to this effect. We
need reliable and fast reads in these areas as we see the most
traffic/volume in these locations.

When disabled the reader is calibrated for optimal performance on
typical non-metallic interior and exterior wall systems (such as
drywall/plasterboard clad wooden stud walls and masonry
constructions of most types).

Customer Story - Helsinki
Who: Architecture and Engineering firm designing a building system for a customer in Helsinki
What:
Need for a keypad reader that can be mounted on a narrow door jam/frame/molding
Why: Security requirements specify RFID reader with keypad for PIN; however several openings in the building design only allow for narrow
(mullion style) reader mounting – typical wall switch designs are simply too wide to fit.

Capabilities needed according to the customer:

HID’s Solution to meet the need:

A narrow RFID reader with a full keypad is needed for these mounting
applications. These are offered by the competition but not by HID.
Competitive readers lack many of the features we seek but it is
impractical to create a special mount for a wall switch reader,
especially on glass entries.

HID Signo includes a brand-new capacitive touch keypad design in
both the traditional wall switch form factor (40) and in the narrow (20)
form factor. The Signo 20 is just 1.8 inches (45 mm) wide and shares
the 4.8 inch (122 mm) height of the Signo 40.
The Signo 20K also has a 2x6 key layout with LED back lighting that
can be customized for each installation.

Customer Story - California
Who: Operations Manager at Production Facility in Riverside, CA

What:
Reader needed that can withstand periodic power fluctuations and/or outages without failure or post-event maintenance

Why: Interruptions to the grid power supply have necessitated frequent power down testing at our facilities to ensure that systems power down
in a predictable fashion and can resume operation when power is restored. In the past readers have failed to work following planned and
unplanned outages.

Capabilities needed according to the customer:

HID’s Solution to meet the need:

We need a reader that can be reliably powered by standard access
control hardware and battery back-up solutions in real world power
outages, whether these be planned (maintenance and test) or
unplanned (rolling brownouts, local grid failure etc.). Not all
manufactures include low voltage cut-off in their panels, security UPS
or building UPS; and so peripheral security devices like readers, should
have their own protection as standard.

Every HID Signo reader has onboard power management that
features low voltage cut-off, over voltage/current protection and
reverse polarity protection to ensure the onboard circuitry and
firmware are protected from a variety of field power supply issues.
These include decaying voltage from depleted batteries, over
voltage/current from failing power supplies, surges/spikes and
incorrectly connected wiring.

How to Order

Signo Model Numbering Convention
Will be reflected
in Part #’s only

Brand

Product
Line

Model
Number

Product
Description

Form Factor

Physical
Features

Additional
Features
Wiring type –

1) Reader

Pigtail /

20

Terminal

HID

Signo

K = Keypad
2) Keypad
Reader

40

• Example: “HID Signo Keypad Reader 40K ”
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Color – Black

Seo
sP
rof
ile
Sm
art
Pro
file
Sta
nd
ard
Pro
file
Cus
tom
Pro
file

Credentials Profiles

Credentials Authorized
▪

Seos Profile
▪

▪

Smart Profile
▪

▪

Designed to provide support for a wide-range of
high frequency 13.56 MHz credentials.

Standard Profile (default option)
▪

▪

Designed to instil confidence with best-in-class
security and privacy protection.

Designed to provide maximum support for a widerange of credentials, including legacy technologies.

Custom Profile (Coming in Q4 2020)
▪

Capable of supporting additional non-standard
credentials

Seos (Traditional & Mobile)
iCLASS SE
iCLASS SR
iCLASS Legacy
DESFire EV1/EV2 (SIO)
MIFARE Classic (SIO)
Card Serial Number (CSN)
FIPS-201 - CHUID
125kHz HID Prox
125kHz Indala
125kHz EM4102
Felica
CEPAS
DESFire EV1/EV2 (Custom Data)
MIFARE Classic (Custom Data)
3rd Party Credential (Other)

● ●
●
●
●
●
●

Communication Type

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

HF, NFC or BLE
HF
HF
HF
HF
HF
HF
HF
LF
LF
LF
HF
HF
HF
HF
-

Ordering Process – New Part Number Set Up
iCLASS SE / multiCLASS SE

HID Signo Readers

▪

Semi-intelligent part numbers

▪

Decoupled hardware & configuration

▪

Part Number =

▪

Part Number =

▪

▪

Model+LF+HF+Comm+Term+Rev+Color+Keys+cfg

▪

Example: 900NTNTEKE00000
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

900 = model
N = LF read capability
T = HF read capability
N = Panel communication
T = Terminal option
E = revision
K = black
0 = keyset
0000 = all other non-defined options or settings

Example: 20TKS-00-0000000

▪

20 = Singo 20 - Mullion
T = Terminal Strip
KS = Black Body w/ Silver Trim

▪

00 = “Standard” Profile (Seos, iCLASS, etc)

▪

000000 = all default options

▪
▪
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Hardware + Profile + Configuration

Ordering Process – Available Options
HID Signo Readers
▪

Part Number =
▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

Example 1)

20 = mullion
20K = mullion + keypad
40 = wallswitch
40K = wallswitch + keypad

▪

T = Terminal Strip
N = Pigtail

▪

KS = Black Body w/ Silver Trim

▪

Start with: 20TKS-00-123456
Only want to switch to a new model…
End with: 40TKS-00-123456

Profile:
▪
▪
▪

▪

Hardware + Profile + Configuration

Hardware:
▪

▪

We can now reuse configuration within families…

Example 2)

00 = Standard Profile
01 = Seos Profile
02 = Smart Profile

Start with: 20NKS-00-123456 but like: 40TKS-00-456789

Configuration
▪

Use the Product Configurator for options

Want to reuse configuration on a different model…
End with: 20NKS-00-456789 or 40TKS-00-123456
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Ordering Process – Paper HTOG
▪

How to Order Guide:

https://www.hidglobal.com/documents/how-to-order

▪

Digital Product Configurator:
https://www.hidglobal.com/configure

Links will include information on Signo following the general announcement.
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Signo Pricing – Introduction
▪

Simplified Pricing – Just 4 options per reader

▪

Price increases as the number of credentials supported increases

▪

BLE & OSDP included with all options
MSRP
Signo Base Model

Seos

Smart

Standard

Custom

20

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

40

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

20K

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

40K

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

MSRP Price Sheets Available on Request
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How to Get Samples: Signo ‘Taster’ Promotion
How does it work?:
▪

Buy 1x bundle of Signo readers at standard discount plus additional 50% discount

▪

1x bundle includes = 1x Signo 20, 1x Signo 20K, 1x Signo 40 & 1x Signo 40K

▪

Promotion will become active at the general availability announcement

Conditions:
▪

Maximum 3 bundles per account

▪

Valid on first order only

Part Numbers:
▪

SIGNO-BUNDLE1
▪

▪

4x Pigtail Readers

SIGNO-BUNDLE2
▪

4x Terminal Strip Readers

Details:
•

All bundle readers are standard configuration

•

All bundle readers support the standard credential profile

•

Bundle readers are for demo purposes only
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Marketing
Material
Summary of available resources

Important Documents Currently
Available on the Partner Portal

▪

Datasheet - Link

▪

Brochure - Link

▪

How to Order Guide Page - Link

▪

Country Availability Guidelines - Link
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Thank you
hidglobal.com

